Residence
MK02579

KANALIA, MYKONOS

Located only 100 m away from the beach, this cozy Mykonian residence combines simplicity with luxury.
Built based on the traditional Cycladic pattern of design with white-washed walls and cube-shaped lines, the
villa will captivate its future residents with the stunning sea views.
Extending in 170 m2 and arranging over two levels, the property is part of a beautiful residential complex.
The interior style of the property can be characterized as contemporary and simple, exuding a warm aura.
The villa offers two spacious living areas, one master en suite bedroom and two more bedrooms with a
shared bathroom.
Outdoors, the space is graced by a private pool, an extended garden leading to the beach as well as
living-dining area to enjoy the charming view.
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Residence
MK02579

Mykonos
Total Living Sur face

170 m²

Bedrooms

3

B at hr o om s

2

Fireplace

yes

Guest WC

yes

Private Swimming Pool

yes

BBQ

yes

Accessibility (from Athens)

FIFTH ELEMENT
Even though the villa is part of a
residential
complex,
it
ensures
complete privacy and endless hours
of relaxation. In addition, the villa
occupies a unique position literally a
breath away from the beach.

40 minutes

ASKING PRICE
Upon request

3-5 hours

This presentation contains confidential, trade-secret information and is made available only with the understanding that the recipient will
not share its contents or ideas with third parties without the express prior written consent of Algean Property, which it may refuse in its
absolute discretion. This presentation is provided for general information purposes only and nothing contained in this presentation or the
materials to which it refers constitutes a recommendation for the purchase or sale of any property or project or investments of any kind
related thereto. The investment information contained herein involves substantial risks, such as the risk to lose part of or all of the
investment, the absence of a regular market and illiquidity. The information contained in this presentation or any materials to which it refers
has not been reviewed in light of your personal circumstances. If you require investment advice or wish to discuss the suitability of any
investment decision, you should seek such financial, legal and/ or tax advice fromyour professional advisors as appropriate. Although the
reportuses information obtained fromsources that Algean Property considers reliable, the company does not guarantee their accuracy and
any such information may be incomplete or condensed and Algean Property is under no obligation to correct or clarify such information
should this be the case. Views are subject to change without notice on the basis of additional or new research, new facts or developments.
All expressions of opinion herein are subject to change without notice. Even though high standards have been used in the preparation of
the information, analysis, views and projections presented in this presentation, noresponsibilityorliabilitywhatsoevercan beacceptedby
AlgeanProperty for anylossordamageresultantfromanyuse of, relianceonor reference to the contents of this document. As a general report,
this material does not necessarily represent the view of Algean Property in relation to particular properties or projects. Algean Property, All
Rights Reserved.
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